MICHIGAN TEST FOR
TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Interpreting Your MTTC Score Report
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Status
If you received a scaled total test score of 220 or above, you will receive a
“Passed” status. If you received a scaled total test score below 220, you will
receive a “Did Not Pass” status.

2 Total Score
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Your scaled total test score (“total score”) is based on your performance on
the entire test: the number of multiple-choice questions answered correctly
combined with any constructed-response assignment score(s). If you meet
the minimum passing score, your total score will not be reported and you will
receive a “Passed” status. Your total score is only provided if you did not
pass the test.
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3 Subarea Performance
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The performance index provides, for each subarea of the test, information
about the relative number of multiple-choice test items answered correctly or
your relative performance on the constructed-response assignments in that
subarea. It is intended to help you understand your areas of strength and/or
weakness; you do not “pass” individual subareas.
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Multiple-Choice Subarea Performance
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Constructed-Response Assignment(s) Performance—
NOT APPLICABLE TO ALL TESTS
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Performance on the multiple-choice section of the test is based on the
number of questions answered correctly, and is shown using an index
of 1 to 4 “+” symbols. One “+” indicates few or no questions answered
correctly, while “++++” indicates most questions answered correctly.

Scorers judge the overall effectiveness of each response using a score
scale and a set of performance characteristics, which can be found in the
Study Guide. Performance is shown using an index of 1 to 4 “+” symbols.
One “+” indicates a lack of skill, while “++++” indicates strong skills.
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Reporting of Scores

Your scores are automatically reported to the Michigan Department of
Education and to the Michigan institution(s) you indicated during registration.
You should keep this score report for your own records.
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